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Rising unemployment in the UK threatens the welfare of hun-dreds of thousands of individuals, and exacerbates the current economic crisis. Spurring investment in the UK’s infrastruc-
ture is an effective immediate strategy to compensate for the downturn. 
However, while investments to improve the country’s traditional physical 
infrastructure (roads, bridges, sewer systems, etc.) are necessary and im-
portant, investments in certain parts of the UK’s information and com-
munication technology (ICT) resources, or digital infrastructures, will 
have a greater positive impact on jobs, while at the same time laying the 
groundwork for sustained productivity and innovation. The United King-
dom has made considerable efforts to be one of the leading nations in the 
production and utilisation of ICT; the current recession offers an oppor-
tunity to further, rather than undermine, those efforts. This ambition is 
consistent with the Chancellor’s 2009 Budget as well as recent studies by 
the National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts (NES-
TA), the Confederation of British Industry (CBI), HM Treasury and the 
Department for Business, Enterprise & Regulatory Reform (DBERR).1
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Spurring investments in 
ICT infrastructure not 
only can provide an im-
portant short-term boost 
to the UK economy; it 
also can lay the ground-
work for long-term eco-
nomic growth, interna-
tional competitiveness, 
and significant improve-
ment in quality of life.
The UK’s Digital Road to Recovery
In this report, researchers from the 
London School of Economics and Po-
litical Science (LSE) and the Information 
Technology and Innovation Foundation 
(ITIF) assess the employment impact 
of investments in three ICT infrastruc-
tures: broadband networks, intelligent 
transportation systems, and the smart 
power grid, that (1) contribute to signifi-
cant immediate direct and indirect job 
growth in the UK economy; (2) cre-
ate a “network effect” throughout the 
economy that creates additional jobs; 
and (3) provide a foundation for longer 
term benefits, including government 
cost savings, economy-wide productiv-
ity, and improved quality of life for all. 
Our major findings are as follows:
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1. Investments in the UK’s digital infrastructure 
will spur significant job creation in the short run. 
We estimate that spurring an additional investment of 
₤15 billion in the UK’s ICT infrastructure would cre-
ate approximately 700,000 UK jobs (see Table 1). We 
also estimate that over half of these jobs would be in 
small businesses (defined as firms having fewer than 
250 employees). Please note that we use a ₤5 billion 
investment in these examples for illustrative purposes. 
We are not advocating a specific level of investment in 
this report.
		Broadband networks: An additional ₤5 billion 
investment in broadband networks would create or 
retain an estimated 280,500 UK jobs for a year. 
		Intelligent transportation systems (ITS): An 
additional ₤5 billion investment in intelligent 
transportation systems would create or retain an 
estimated 188,500 UK jobs for a year.
		Smart power grid: An additional ₤5 billion in-
vestment in the smart grid would create or retain 
an estimated 231,000 UK jobs for a year.
Investments in ICT infrastructure should not be mini-
mised out of concern that the projects will take too 
long to begin to have an immediate impact on the 
economy. If the initiatives are designed properly, they 
can quickly spur a large number of investments—from 
deploying more and faster broadband networks to im-
plementing intelligent transportation systems to roll-
ing out advanced energy metering technologies (smart 
meters)—that are currently ripe for development.
2. Investments in these digital infrastructures will 
create a network effect (or network externality) 
that will offer superior job creation benefits be-
cause of the “network multiplier.”
Infrastructure investments—of both the digital and 
physical variety—will create direct jobs, indirect jobs, 
and induced jobs. Consider an investment in broad-
band networks or highway infrastructure. Direct jobs 
are those created specifically by new spending (e.g., the 
technicians or road workers hired to lay broadband 
“pipes” or tarmac). Indirect jobs are those created to 
supply the materials and other inputs to production 
(e.g., fibre optic cable or concrete). Induced jobs are 
those created by newly employed (or retained) workers 
spending their wages, thus creating jobs in establish-
ments such as restaurants and retail stores. 
A multiplier is a number that expresses the extent to 
which a change in a given economic activity generates 
additional effects through interdependencies associ-
ated with some linkage system. Thus, when calculating 
employment growth generated by a given level of in-
vestment, employment multipliers are used to estimate 
the number of indirect and induced jobs created.
However, investing in certain types of ICT infrastruc-
ture offers superior job creation benefits because it cre-
ates a “network effect.”2 This network effect leads to 
an additional employment growth multiplier, herein re-
ferred to as the “network multiplier,” which arises from 
the new consumer and business behaviours, function-
alities, and downstream industries enabled by the ICT 
infrastructure. The network effect employment multi-
plier refers to the new jobs that will be created through 
ict investment investment total jobs small business jobs
Broadband networks ₤5 billion 280,500 94,000
ITS ₤5 billion 188,500 120,000
Smart power grid ₤5 billion 231,000 146,000
Total ₤15 billion 700,000 360,000
table 1: estimates of uk jobs created or retained by investments in network infrastructures for 1 year
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the new applications and services—some manifested 
in entirely new industries—that digital infrastructure 
makes possible. This possibility arises because digital 
infrastructures act as platforms that serve as the foun-
dation for a multitude of innovative technologies and 
services.3 
ICT infrastructure projects create more high-skilled, high-paying 
jobs; ICT jobs on average pay over 80 percent more than average 
jobs.
Investments in networks that are at an early stage of 
development—including broadband, ITS, and the 
smart grid—will create even more additional jobs as 
a result of the network effect. Building out these net-
works leads to new jobs generated by upstream invest-
ment in industries that create new and innovative ap-
plications and services to take advantage of the more 
robust ICT network. For example, building the smart 
power grid will spur a host of innovative new products 
and services from hybrid plug-in electric vehicles to 
smart appliances to more investment in renewable en-
ergy. In contrast, public expenditures (either through 
grants or tax incentives) to support expanding a ma-
ture network using relatively mature technology, on 
the other hand, will not yield comparable network ef-
fects. Building or repairing highways—while certainly 
a necessary investment to maintain the nation’s physi-
cal infrastructure—will not likely spur innovations in 
the auto industry or purchases of better tyres for cars. 
Thus these more traditional investments are less likely 
to create additional jobs through network effects.4 ICT 
infrastructure projects also create more high-skilled, 
high-paying jobs; ICT jobs on average pay over 80 per-
cent more than average jobs.5
No widely applied econometric technique is currently 
used to capture the effects of digital infrastructure in-
vestments in broadband networks, ITS, and the smart 
grid. This situation may put ICT infrastructure proj-
ects at a disadvantage in comparison with more tra-
ditional infrastructure projects that economists and 
policymakers are more familiar with. For that reason, 
as described below, LSE and ITIF have developed es-
timates of the network effect of ICT infrastructure in-
vestments. 
3. Investments in the UK’s digital infrastructure 
will lead to higher productivity, increased com-
petitiveness, and improved quality of life in the 
moderate to long term.
ICT infrastructure projects, in addition to providing an 
opportunity for creating jobs today, have the potential 
to spur long-term economic growth.6 LSE’s Centre for 
Economic Performance (CEP)7 and ITIF have shown 
in previous reports and studies that ICT is central to 
economic growth. ICT has played an important role in 
productivity and economic growth in most developed 
nations, including the United Kingdom. For example, 
from 1995 to 2000, ICT helped spur annual productiv-
ity growth in the UK by approximately 0.9 percent per 
year.8 From 2000 to 2005, ICT continued to perform, 
contributing around one percentage point per year to 
growth in labour productivity in many nations.9 In ad-
dition, a recent UK study found that ICT investment 
by firms in the UK had significant impacts on pro-
ductivity and even larger ones when coupled with or-
ganizational change that ICT makes possible.10 A fur-
ther CEP study convincingly demonstrated the ICT 
component of this productivity advantage by showing 
that U.S.-owned subsidiaries in the UK (versus their 
domestic and other foreign-owned counterparts) per-
formed better for reasons associated with higher re-
turns from utilising ICT.11 
Spurring investments in digital infrastructures will 
also create a market for the goods and technical ser-
vices of domestic firms. Investing in these infrastruc-
tures now will help ensure that domestic firms have 
the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to become 
chief exporters of this technology (e.g., ITS and smart 
grid components and services) as other countries ex-
pand their own digital infrastructure initiatives. Thus 
an investment in digital infrastructures not only will 
spur short-term job growth but will enhance long-term 
competitiveness and lead to the expansion of higher 
value-added UK jobs.
Finally, the network effect of these ICT infrastructure 
projects, beyond leading to additional job creation, 
higher productivity, and increased competitiveness, 
is also indicative of the positive personal and soci-
etal benefits generated by such investments. Spurring 
the investment of ₤5 billion in ITS, for example, not 
only will create 188,500 UK jobs but will also improve 
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road safety and reduce traffic congestion. The network 
effects will go even further as advances in ITS will 
support applications like real-time traveller informa-
tion systems, more efficient freight logistics, and more 
traveller-friendly transit systems. Likewise, increased 
broadband infrastructure will spur improvements in 
educational outcomes, enable more telecommuting, 
and have a wide range of other societal benefits.12 And 
investments in the smart power grid will produce sig-
nificant energy savings, contributing to a less carbon-
intensive economy.
the case for accelerated ict 
infrastructure investments
ICT investments have been a part of HM Treasury’s 
investment plans for many years now. Major national 
investments have been made in extending computing 
to Britain’s schools, to local and national government 
services, and most notably to transform the National 
Health Service. Britain’s standing as a leader in e-gov-
ernment is highly regarded throughout the European 
Union and with perhaps a few exceptions has seen 
great benefits from judicious use of ICT.
The sense of urgency that the nation is addressing is 
new. In the last budget, the scene looked vastly differ-
ent; the UK economy enjoyed record levels of employ-
ment and was portrayed as having achieved over the 
past decade “much improved resilience—the ability to 
cope with economic shocks quickly and with low eco-
nomic costs—which has resulted in an unprecedented 
period of macroeconomic stability.”13 Nevertheless, 
the need to invest in greater productivity growth was 
apparent and, based to some degree on HM Treasury’s 
2007 Comprehensive Spending Review, investments in 
improved infrastructure and the science and innova-
tion system were specified.14 In the year since the 2008 
budget, however, unemployment has exceeded 2 mil-
lion and appears likely to continue to rise, at least in the 
near term, adding a compelling reason for accelerat-
ing digital infrastructure investments. ICT investment 
has frequently been regarded as a priority, despite great 
uncertainty, by HM Treasury.15 While the immediate 
needs of the Winter of 2008-2009 seemed to be in the 
area of financial intervention to support lending, if a 
multibillion pound investment programme is neces-
sary to boost the UK economy, the question is not so 
much, “should money be spent?” but rather, “where 
should the money be invested?” Ignoring ICT infra-
structure investments will do nothing to save British 
taxpayers’ money; instead, it will simply shift the pro-
portion of the economic investment that goes to other 
areas, most of which, including personal consumption, 
do not offer many added benefits such as productivity 
or innovation. 
The areas we use to demonstrate the case for acceler-
ated ICT infrastructure investments are all areas where 
government’s involvement is essential both because of 
the scale and national reach and because of the coor-
dination necessary to sustain and extend benefits. The 
private sector will tend to underinvest in these net-
works because it is unable to capture all of the benefits 
(externalities) of its investments and because of other 
well-documented market failures, including “chicken 
or egg” challenges where the success of network in-
vestments is premised upon investments by other 
players also taking place. In broadband, for example, 
significant network externalities exist that consumers 
of broadband by definition do not receive.16 Moreover, 
building out some parts of the broadband network, 
particularly to high-cost areas, is not economical ab-
sent some incentives. The same is true with the smart 
grid, where savings from energy efficiency and reduced 
pollution benefit everyone, not just certain customers. 
The UK should take a page from other nations like 
Japan, South Korea, and Sweden, which have success-
fully used incentives, including tax incentives, to spur 
the private sector to invest more in digital infrastruc-
tures.17
To achieve the vision put forward in this report, the 
Government should use a mix of policy tools includ-
ing tax credits, grants, other Government investment, 
and regulatory changes to spur private investment in 
these infrastructures. The goal of these activities is to 
induce new investment in these areas and encourage 
companies to expedite existing investment plans. For 
example, the Government can use tax incentives that 
support qualified investments in 2009 and 2010 to en-
courage broadband providers and utilities to expand 
investments in broadband networks and the smart grid. 
Government-sponsored grant programs can also fund 
new initiatives for broadband, smart grid and intelli-
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gent transportation systems and expand existing pub-
lic programmes in these areas. To spur investment in 
the smart grid, to take one example, these grants may 
include pilot programmes for utilities to install smart 
meters or other scalable smart grid infrastructure. The 
Government can also use subsidies to spur the use of 
these technologies, for example, through direct subsi-
dies to households to make next-generation broadband 
more affordable or by subsidising the acceleration of 
deploying smart meters to British homes.
Government can also leverage various budget-neutral 
policy tools to stimulate investment in ICT infrastruc-
ture in the near and long term. For example, as the 
National Endowment for Science, Technology and the 
Arts (NESTA) has described, to promote investment 
in high-speed broadband Internet Ofcom could swap 
highly sought-after licenses for radio spectrum in ex-
change for broadband infrastructure delivery. To in-
crease investment in ITS projects, Government can in-
crease the share of transport funding allocated to ITS 
than traditional infrastructure projects.18 Government 
can also use policy to promote investment in smart 
grid technology by, for example, enacting regulatory 
changes to mandate smart metering, create cost recov-
ery mechanisms for utilities and ensure clear market 
incentives exist for smart grid investments. Finally, 
Government departments can accelerate existing proj-
ects to 2009 and 2010, such as investment planned by 
the Department for Transportation on ITS. The long-
term impact on the budget would be the same from 
such acceleration but the short term economic impacts 
would be larger and the long-term benefits would be 
gained sooner.
method of the study
To measure the impact of additional investment in 
the areas of broadband networks, ITS, and the smart 
power grid on direct jobs, indirect jobs, and induced 
jobs, LSE and ITIF used standard economics meth-
odology. We determined the specific impact of such 
investments on direct, indirect, and induced employ-
ment by taking estimates of the economic employment 
and output multipliers from the Office of National Sta-
tistics and especially the more recent ones produced 
for Scotland.19 Although these figures are not easily 
comparable with U.S. and other OECD data (but are 
likely to be so in the coming years), we were able to 
arrive at useable estimates that portray the labour mar-
ket effects of additional investment.20 Sufficient UK 
data was not always available for our models, and so, 
at times, we have substituted U.S.-based statistics and 
support where we believe it contributes to a more ac-
curate projection.
The private sector will tend to underinvest in these networks be-
cause it is unable to capture all of the benefits (externalities) of its 
investments and because of other well-documented market fail-
ures, including “chicken or egg” challenges where the success of 
network investments is premised upon investments by other play-
ers also taking place.
In addition, LSE and ITIF estimated the number of 
jobs that would be created in small businesses (defined 
here as firms with fewer than 250 employees) by these 
ICT infrastructure investments. For direct jobs, we 
based our estimates on the industry ratio of the work-
force in small businesses to total industry workforce. 
To calculate the share of indirect jobs attributable to 
small businesses, we analysed the largest intermedi-
ate input industries to the industries in question and 
assessed the percentage of the workforce in those in-
dustries found in small to medium-sized businesses. 
Finally, we estimated the number of induced jobs and 
jobs created from the network effect to be in propor-
tion to the overall share of small business jobs in the 
UK economy—49.2 percent.21
broadband networks
We estimate that spurring £5 billion of investment 
in broadband networks would support approximately 
280,500 new or retained jobs for a year (see Table 2). 
High-speed broadband Internet access is increasingly 
viewed as an essential infrastructure for our informa-
tion economy.22 A recent multinational study found 
that an extra ten percentage points of broadband pen-
etration by 2006 accounted for a full 1.21 percentage 
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point increase in per capita gross domestic product 
(GDP) growth in developed economies.23 Broadband-
enabled Internet business solutions are expected to add 
a total of 0.43 percentage points to U.S. productivity 
growth through 2011 and could be expected to con-
tribute similarly to the UK economy.24 Broadband is 
therefore an essential contributor to long-term eco-
nomic, productivity, and wage growth.
The UK has a well developed broadband markets. In 
2008, 56 percent of all UK households had a broad-
band connection, up from 51 percent in 2007. How-
ever, UK broadband networks are relatively slow, es-
pecially compared to world leaders. Improving broad-
band speeds is a central challenge for the UK. In the 
UK the average speed of broadband Internet access 
is 3 to 4 Mbps—but this varies widely depending on 
location. When average broadband speed is consid-
ered along with subscription rates, the UK ranks 13th, 
behind several fellow European countries including 
Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands, France, Belgium, 
and Germany, as well behind the world leaders of Ja-
pan and South Korea.25 For example, average broad-
band download speeds in France and Japan are over 
40 Mbps and 100 Mbps, respectively.26 Telecoms firms 
will boost speeds by replacing ageing copper cables 
with fibre optics to carry data. 
Generous government subsidies, including tax incen-
tives, to telecoms firms in Japan and Korea helped 
them become the world leaders in terms of broadband 
speeds.27 The UK’s position could be enhanced with 
further investment, such as occurred in Sweden, where 
just 1.6 percent of people in 2007 lived in homes with-
out wired broadband availability. The central reason 
for Sweden’s almost ubiquitous wired broadband cov-
erage is that during the last economic downturn the 
Swedish government allocated £558 million to stim-
ulate the broadband infrastructure rollout, including 
£170 million in grants to communities to build local 
broadband networks, both in the towns and in the sur-
rounding countryside, and £170 million in tax incen-
tives, amounting to 50 percent of the cost to build the 
network.28 
The improving conditions in the UK should not lead 
to complacency; not only does the UK lag behind the 
broadband leaders, but the fragility of the rates of im-
provements are clearly apparent in many countries, 
most especially in the United States. In 2009, without 
the additional investment in broadband infrastructure 
that can be spurred through investment (whether in 
the form of tax incentives, grants, or other means), 
private-sector broadband infrastructure investment in 
the United States is likely to fall from 2008 levels. For 
in the U.S., as UBS Warburg notes, capital expendi-
tures by telecom and cable firms are expected to de-
cline by 10 percent, if not more, in 2009 (in the absence 
of a federally-driven effort to stimulate broadband 
investment).29
For these reasons, LSE and ITIF propose a three-tiered 
set of investment incentives focused on addressing 
the three primary broadband policy goals: (1) getting 
broadband to unserved areas; (2) expanding network 
speeds in areas currently served by just first-generation 
broadband (3 Mbps or less); and (3) spurring increased 
adoption of broadband by households. These invest-
ments could take the form of temporary tax incen-
tives for broadband buildout, especially to unserved 
areas, grants for buildout and adoption, and perhaps as 
NESTA has proposed, investment commitments tied 
to increased spectrum availability.
broadband: impact on employment
To assess the impact of the incentives just described, 
LSE and ITIF estimate the jobs created or retained by 
an additional ₤5 billion investment in broadband. Any 
package that spurred more investment would result in 
the creation of additional jobs. 
job type total jobs small business jobs
Direct 76,500 22,500
Indirect & Induced 134,500 37,000
Network effect 69,500 34,500
Total Jobs 280,500 94,000
table 2: uk jobs created or retained for 1 year by a £5 billion broadband investment
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LSE and ITIF estimate that incentives that spur 
a ₤5 billion investment in broadband network 
infrastructure would lead to the creation of over 
280,000 jobs.
Direct jobs are created in the telecommunications in-
dustry as additional frontline technicians are hired (or 
existing ones retained) to install broadband networks 
and employees are hired or retained to fill back-office 
functions, from managers to customer service repre-
sentatives. Approximately 50 percent of the cost of de-
ploying fibre optic broadband is in the labour compo-
nent.30 The labour cost to deploy digital subscriber line 
(DSL) or cable broadband service tends to be less than 
deploying fibre to the home (FTTH) because DSL 
and cable entails more retrofitting of existing lines 
with capital equipment. Stephen Pociask, president of 
TeleNomic Research, has estimated, for example, that 
“telephone plant requirements (for broadband instal-
lation) consist of 28 percent capitalised labour.”31 As-
suming 75 percent of broadband investment goes to 
fibre and 25 percent goes to phone-based DSL service 
or cable-based broadband, this report finds that a ₤5 
billion investment in broadband would create about 
76,500 direct jobs in the telecommunications and cable 
industries. 
Broadband creates jobs by enabling the emergence of new busi-
nesses or other organisations developing a wealth of innovative 
new services, including electronic commerce, telemedicine, VoIP 
(Voice over Internet Protocol), video on demand, smart homes, 
telework, and access to electronic government.
With roughly 45 percent of the cost of broadband 
deployment in labour (given the mix of cable-, fibre 
optic-, and phone-based broadband deployment pre-
sented here), the balance of the cost—55 percent—
is in capital equipment: that is, the fibre optic cable, 
routers, servers, switches, and related computer equip-
ment. Jobs are created in the industries that manufac-
ture these products as demand increases for the tele-
communications, electronic, and computer equipment 
(“capital equipment”) needed to deploy broadband. For 
broadband roll-out, 34 percent of the cost to the equip-
ment supplying firms is in workforce compensation.32 
While most of that equipment manufacturing remains 
in the UK, around one quarter is likely to “leak out” to 
jobs outside of Britain.33
Approximately 94,000 of the jobs generated from a ₤5 
billion broadband investment would be created within 
small firms with fewer than 250 employees. Many of 
the direct telecommunication jobs created for small 
businesses would be for sub-contractors to the tele-
communications companies. Much of the investment 
to deploy faster broadband networks or bring service to 
unserved areas would be made by large cable and tele-
com firms like BT and Virgin. However, telecom and 
cable firms commonly hire third-party outside plant 
subcontractors for the physical installation of broad-
band. Many third-party outside plant subcontractors 
are small to medium-sized enterprises that specialise 
in installing physical infrastructure, such as the road 
and pavement work needed to install fibre conduits 
and cables.
broadband: network effect
The increased deployment of broadband infrastruc-
ture creates a network effect that spurs additional job 
creation. The reason is that broadband itself increases 
business productivity, spurs upstream investment (e.g., 
of higher speed computer equipment), and contributes 
to the creation of new industries. We expect a network 
effect multiplier of 0.33 to boost the effect of new in-
vestment in broadband, a conservative estimate given 
previous studies finding a greater network multiplier 
for broadband.34
Broadband encourages upstream investment in in-
dustries creating new and innovative applications 
and services such as telemedicine, Internet search, e-
commerce, online education (distance learning), and 
social networking. As an example, household broad-
band adoption has been found to spur the purchase of 
new and more powerful computers: there is a moder-
ately strong correlation between computer speeds and 
broadband penetration rates (0.41) in the United States, 
indicating that as areas increase access to high-speed 
Internet connections, consumers are more inclined to 
upgrade their personal computers and other Internet-
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based devices.35 Broadband also spurs consumer pur-
chases of additional computer peripheral equipment—
from web cameras to gaming consoles to computer 
speakers. 36 A recent study by the Fiber-to-the-Home 
Council in the United States found evidence of broad-
band’s network effect in spurring consumption of new 
computers, high-definition televisions, and peripheral 
computer equipment, concluding that the average 
amount of new consumer electronics purchased by 
each FTTH broadband subscriber was $370.50.37
More importantly, broadband creates jobs by enabling 
the emergence of new businesses or other organisa-
tions developing a wealth of innovative new services, 
including electronic commerce, telemedicine, VoIP 
(Voice over Internet Protocol), video on demand, smart 
homes, telework, and access to electronic government. 
The network effect as it pertains to broadband is not 
simply about the value of the network increasing as 
more people join the network; it is also that by provid-
ing an architecture for the seamless and instantaneous 
creation, distribution, and consumption of informa-
tion, it enables forms of commerce on a national and 
global scale previously impossible, transforming whole 
industries from retailing, to financial services, to man-
ufacturing. 
Broadband makes possible new business models that 
leverage the aggregation of both supply and demand, 
with the ensuing scale driving prices down and ex-
panding consumer choice. Thus, for example, eBay 
aggregates both supply and demand to create an elec-
tronic auction marketplace for consumer goods, creat-
ing “prosumers” by turning consumers into produc-
ers. Similarly, WhizzGo and Zipcar make fractional 
ownership possible by aggregating demand for short-
term rental of vehicles in one venue, providing a vi-
able alternative to, and decreasing the need for, auto 
ownership in congested cities. Other business models 
exemplifying the network effect and made possible by 
high-speed broadband connections include the mass 
customisation of products through the Internet, such 
as Dell and HP’s build-to-order PCs or personalized 
Mini Coopers, and the marketing of excess capacity 
through Lastminute.com and Priceline.com. The latter 
are variants of web-enabled just-in-time manufacturing 
practices that have revolutionized global supply chains 
in industries from aircraft and automobile manufac-
turing, to wholesale and retail trade, to logistics.
It is this ability of high-speed broadband to create the 
conditions, the fertile soil, that generates entirely new 
upstream industries which is perhaps the most impor-
tant component of the network effect. The resulting 
deployment of innovative services, applications, and 
content enhances communications, entertainment, 
health care, education, job search, and professional 
skills development, delivering substantial consumer 
benefits, increasing business productivity, and spur-
ring economic growth.38 And, as we discuss below, a 
number of studies have found significant employment 
gains from broadband investments. In some cases, the 
number of jobs created by the upstream network effect 
can be as great as or even greater than the number of 
direct and indirect jobs created from the initial invest-
ment.
Research in America from the Brookings Institution 
confirms the presence of the network effect multipli-
er for broadband. Brookings found that for every 1 
percentage point increase achieved in broadband pen-
etration, employment rises from 0.2 to 0.3 percent.39 
If applied to the British context, that translates to 
approximately 60,000 new UK jobs for an economy 
at less than full employment.40 The Brookings study 
found that “the effect of broadband is most significant 
in explaining employment growth in education, health 
care, and financial services, and was also significant in 
the 2003-05 growth of manufacturing employment.”41
Although network effects do decline with the buildout 
of networks and maturing technology over time, there 
is still considerable opportunity for network effects 
stemming from broadband investments because more 
than 40 percent of UK residents still do not subscribe 
to broadband Internet. In addition, most of those 
accessing the Internet via broadband do so at much 
slower network speeds than citizens in Japan, France, 
South Korea, and Sweden.42
Broadband access is also critical to economic and em-
ployment growth in communities and regions through-
out the country.43 One American study found, for ex-
ample, that over a 4-year period from 1998 to 2002, 
employment in U.S. communities with broadband 
grew one percentage point more than in communities 
without it.44 This means that a community with 50,000 
jobs with broadband would have added 500 more jobs 
over 4 years than a similar community without broad-
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band. Broadband is also an excellent source of high-
skilled, high-paying jobs; indeed, jobs involved in the 
building and expansion of broadband networks pay 
well, around 40 percent higher in the United Kingdom 
than the average for manufacturing jobs.45 
The impact on economic and employment growth 
from broadband is real and substantial. Communities 
and citizens that lack high-speed broadband Internet 
access are at a deficit in comparison to their peers; 
likewise, the lagging rate of national broadband pen-
etration and slower speeds in the United Kingdom 
places it at a deficit in comparison to peer countries. 
The Government is justified in supporting efforts to 
build up the UK’s digital infrastructure, much as it did 
in past centuries with rail, highway, and telephone in-
frastructure. Supporting efforts to build up the UK’s 
broadband infrastructure will deliver considerable em-
ployment gains and provide lasting improvements to 
business productivity and enduring consumer benefits 
that raise the quality of life by enabling telecommuting, 
telemedicine, entertainment, access to e-government, 
and a wealth of other online services.
intelligent transportation systems (its)
We estimate that spurring £5 billion of investment in 
intelligent transportation systems (ITS) would support 
approximately 188,500 new or retained jobs for a year 
(see Table 3). 
ITS is the integration of information and communi-
cations technology with transport infrastructure, ve-
hicles and users. By sharing vital information, ITS 
allows people to get more from transport networks, 
in greater safety and with less impact on the environ-
ment. Only once travellers, vehicles and infrastructure 
can freely exchange information will the performance 
of the transport network be fully optimised.
Applying ICT to the UK’s transportation system in the 
form of intelligent transportation systems will deliver 
five key classes of benefits by: 1) increasing driver and 
pedestrian safety; 2) improving the operational perfor-
mance of a country’s transportation network; 3) en-
hancing personal mobility and convenience, especially 
through provision of real-time traffic information; 4) 
delivering environmental benefits through alleviating 
congestion and streamlining traffic flow; and 5) boost-
ing productivity and expanding economic growth.
1. Increasing driver and pedestrian safety. While 
intelligent transportation systems will yield important 
mobility, productivity, and environmental benefits, 
they can also increase traveller safety. There were al-
most 43,000 deaths on European Union roadways in 
2006, of which just over 3,000 were in Britain.46 Road-
way accidents impact hundreds of thousands of lives 
and cost the European economy around €200 billion 
each year. A wide range of ITS-based applications have 
safety as a principle focus, seeking to either outright re-
duce traffic accidents and the damage caused by them.
2. Improving the operational performance of the 
transportation network. As the Eddington Commis-
sion Report demonstrated, deploying intelligent trans-
portation systems, such as congestion pricing, can 
dramatically improve the performance of a country’s 
transportation network by maximizing the capacity 
of existing infrastructure, reducing the need for addi-
tional road capacity.47 A number of ITS technologies 
contribute to combating congestion, the scourge of 
many UK roadways. Congestion costs the UK econ-
omy dearly, as 65 percent of schedule delays result 
from demand exceeding capacity and excessive stop/
start traffic48, in contrast to only 10 percent of delays 
that result from road works, and 25 percent from ac-
cidents and other incidents.49 Several ITS technolo-
gies have demonstrated considerable ability to reduce 
congestion in their thus far limited deployment in the 
UK. Deploying these technologies nationwide would 
simultaneously spur employment, reduce congestion, 
benefit the environment, and deliver productivity in-
creases that drive long-term economic growth. These 
technologies include:
		Adaptive traffic signal control has resulted in de-
creasing delays by 20 percent and vehicle emissions 
by 5 percent where it has been deployed, but adap-
tive traffic signal control has only been introduced 
at a small share of UK intersections.
		Ramp metering has contributed to an approxi-
mately 10 percent reduction in journey time on 
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mainline routes through congested areas, but is yet 
to be widely deployed.50
		Active traffic management, including measures 
such as hard shoulder running (using shoulder 
lanes during rush hour), has contributed around a 
10 percent reduction in emissions where de-
ployed.51
		Electronic toll collection can also significantly en-
hance traffic flow, as more than 30 percent of 
highway congestion occurs at toll stops, and if 
combined with tolls that vary with congestion, this 
can reduce peak traffic volumes, reducing conges-
tion.52
Electronic toll collection can also significantly en-
hance traffic flow, as more than 30 percent of highway 
congestion occurs at toll stops, and if combined with 
tolls that vary with congestion, this can reduce peak 
traffic volumes, reducing congestion.52
Intelligent transportation systems further enable 
transportation agencies to collect the data needed to 
measure and improve the performance of the trans-
portation system. For example, ITS allow transporta-
tion agencies to collect data before and after construc-
tion projects to evaluate their effectiveness in relieving 
congestion. Deploying ITS technologies that contrib-
ute to more efficient traffic management should be a 
clear target of future ITS investments. 
3. Enhancing personal mobility and convenience. 
Perhaps the most familiar intelligent transportation 
systems are satellite-based vehicle navigation systems 
that provide route (navigation) guidance to drivers, and 
that may also (depending on the availability of data to 
information service providers) be able to provide driv-
ers with real-time, in-vehicle information on conges-
tion ahead and dynamically reroute the driver around 
traffic. These services help drivers identify and take 
the most efficient routes, avoiding congestion or road 
work, preclude motorists from getting lost, and can 
even alert the driver in real-time on a context-specific 
basis of roadway hazards. As we explain subsequently, 
there are robust growth opportunities for these ser-
vices in the United Kingdom.
4. Delivering environmental benefits. Intelligent 
transportation systems are positioned to deliver im-
portant environmental benefits by reducing conges-
tion, enabling traffic to flow more smoothly, coaching 
motorists how to drive most-efficiently, reducing the 
need to build additional roadways by maximizing the 
capacity of existing ones, and improving the perfor-
mance and reliability of mass transit. Vehicle transpor-
tation is a major cause of greenhouse gas emissions. 
In England, the transport sector contributes around a 
quarter of the country’s CO2 emissions, 93 percent of 
which is from road transport.53 
Traffic congestion causes an outsized amount of CO2 
emissions; for example, a vehicle travelling at 60 km/h 
emits 40 percent less emissions than one travelling 
20 km/h or below. Thus, intelligent transportation 
systems that decrease congestion and improve traffic 
flow have a considerable ameliorating environmental 
impact. 
5. Boosting productivity and economic growth. 
Finally, intelligent transportation systems boost pro-
ductivity and expand economic growth. As demon-
strated, ITS can provide significant economic impacts 
by improving the performance of the UK’s infrastruc-
ture and enhancing the productivity of its workers and 
job type total jobs small business jobs
Direct 62,500 44,000
Indirect & Induced 79,000 53,000
Network effect 47,000 23,000
Total Jobs 188,500 120,000
table 3: uk jobs created or retained for 1 year by a  £5 billion its investment
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businesses. ITS further indirectly benefits the econo-
my by reducing traffic accidents, injuries, and fatali-
ties. London’s experience with congestion zone pricing 
(itself a rather sophisticated technical achievement) is a 
model of this, and even if it may not soon be replicated 
in Manchester or elsewhere, it stands as a demonstra-
tion of the potential efficacy of one particular kind of 
approach to ITS. By 2006, traffic levels in London’s 
original congestion zone had declined 21 percent since 
the scheme’s introduction in 2002.54 Congestion charg-
ing was also estimated to have directly reduced about 
16 percent of CO2 emissions from traffic within the 
charging zone.55
With its well-developed wireless high-speed network, Britain is 
well positioned to capitalise on the growing importance of commu-
nication services within the ITS market in the coming years.
ITS can also directly benefit economic growth by stim-
ulating high-tech job creation across multiple sectors, 
including green jobs, high-tech, automotive, infor-
mation technology, consumer electronics, and many 
related industries. A number of countries, including 
South Korea, Germany, and Japan, view their intelli-
gent transportation systems industry as a key industrial 
base or sector, and one capable of generating consider-
able export-led economic growth.56 
The primary categories of ITS products and services in 
the UK are network management, including, but not 
limited to, road user charging; automotive and freight 
telematics, including on-board vehicle navigation and 
real-time traffic information systems; and security en-
hancement and crime reduction technologies includ-
ing closed circuit television (CCTV) and automatic 
number plate recognition (ANPR) used in service of 
road or congestion pricing initiatives.57 The UK also 
has expertise in technology for stolen vehicle track-
ing, largely due to insurance company requirements 
for these systems.
The base upon which further growth can be built in 
the UK is strong. With its well-developed wireless 
high-speed network, Britain is well positioned to capi-
talise on the growing importance of communication 
services within the ITS market in the coming years. 
Although the Department for Transport has proposed 
to bring forward some of the currently-budgeted me-
dium term investment, there is justification for ad-
ditional investment in the near term.58 Investment in 
ITS would accelerate existing plans and extend pilot 
projects that are increasingly regarded as priorities by 
the Department for Transport, Transport for London, 
the Metropolitan Authorities and numerous country 
councils. 
its: impact on employment
A ₤5 billion per year additional investment in ITS 
would generate approximately 188,500 new or re-
tained UK jobs for a year (see Table 3). Approximate-
ly two-thirds of the jobs created by ITS investments 
are in small businesses. The high number of small 
business jobs is a result of the fact that much of ITS 
investments go to software development and services. 
In addition, the geographical distribution of the road 
network means that skilled jobs would be created all 
over the country, supporting communities with a di-
verse work force.
The economic impact of investments in ITS may vary 
based on the specific project which generally can be 
categorized as either a vehicle-centred or an infor-
mation-centred investment. Typically vehicle-centred 
investments focus on receiving, emitting and process-
ing data and payments, through antennas, GPS, and 
onboard servers on buses, trams, and regional trains. 
Typical examples of information-centred projects in-
clude route optimisation and real-time updates (dis-
tributed either to proprietary onboard systems or to 
web applications for PC and mobile phone access), or 
signal optimisation, such as coordinating traffic lights 
with prioritised public vehicles in city traffic. We de-
veloped a model of likely spending in hardware, soft-
ware and services and interviewed leading U.S., UK, 
and European experts on ITS projects to validate our 
findings.59 Finally, we used these estimates to calculate 
the number of direct jobs in each of these industries 
based on the estimated percentage of spending on la-
bour and the average labour costs, using data from the 
UK Office for National Statistics.60
We estimate that approximately 62,500 of these jobs 
would be created directly by investment on ITS proj-
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ects. In addition, almost 79,000 jobs would be created 
from spending on the intermediate inputs involved in 
producing the hardware, software and services need-
ed to develop and implement ITS projects, and new 
spending by all of the additional workers employed by 
these investments. 
its: network effect 
Investment in intelligent transportation systems in the 
United Kingdom will likely contribute to additional 
job growth in related industries (i.e., the network ef-
fect) because ITS will spur the development of new 
products and services. The net impact of these net-
work effects cannot be precisely quantified; however, 
a conservative estimate would be to expect at least an 
additional 33 percent employment gain, or approxi-
mately 47,000 jobs.
The network effects from intelligent transportation 
systems stem from the new applications that will be 
developed to take advantage of a more intelligent 
transportation infrastructure. As ITS technologies 
turn vehicles into mobile information platforms, ITS 
enable new consumer products and services that pro-
vide drivers with travel and traffic information such as 
transit routes and schedules, navigation directions, and 
projected delays due to congestion, accidents, weather 
conditions, or road repair work. Examples include in-
car navigation systems (which become more valuable 
to the consumer if enabled with ITS), real-time traf-
fic information services, and communication services. 
One such application already deployed is “eCall”, a 
service whereby vehicles in an accident trigger an au-
tomated emergency call (E112) to the closest Public 
Safety Answering Point or emergency call centre. eCall 
is an in-vehicle service that combines GPS location 
with airbag sensors and mobile phone technology to 
automatically alert the emergency services to the loca-
tion of an accident. The UK public emergency system 
is currently capable of receiving and handling these 
E112 calls.61 This type of in-vehicle service may drive 
consumer demand for the BMW and Volvo systems 
available in Britain (which are comparable to General 
Motors’ OnStar system), that offer a range of safety, 
crash notification, and concierge services including 
location-based services, mobile calling, and in-vehicle 
entertainment like movie downloads. 
Many drivers now print driving directions in advance 
of their trip or use a satellite-based in-vehicle naviga-
tion system for route guidance. The next step is mar-
rying static route guidance technology with real-time 
traffic-status information on congestion, accidents, 
and road works or closures, dynamically generating 
for drivers optimal navigation guidance based on real-
time traffic conditions. As intelligent transportation 
systems fundamentally make possible these new and 
novel services, they exemplify the network effect at 
work. Moreover, just as a wealth of companies have 
arisen to provide location-based services (LBS) to the 
mobile phone, so will many vehicle-attuned LBS ser-
vices arise, enabling motorists to search for, find, and 
navigate to nearby restaurants, accommodations, at-
tractions, etc. 
Japan’s use of intelligent transportation systems to re-
vitalize regional economies is another example of the 
ITS network effect at play. A number of regional pro-
motion councils in Japan have developed “tourist ITS 
systems,” which provide tourist information alongside 
road traffic information to entice travellers to visit re-
gional attractions.62 Drivers in Britain have long used 
maps and guidebooks provided by the Automobile As-
sociation (AA). As those static guidebooks give way to 
up-to-the-minute information delivered through the 
vehicle’s on-board navigation system, new opportu-
nities arise for communities and merchants to attract 
visitors to their establishments and attractions. ITS in 
Japan also enabled the spread of mobile commerce. For 
example, Japan instituted a single national standard for 
automatic electronic toll collection (ETC), and then 
empowered private companies to offer automatic pay-
ment options to customers via the same ETC standard. 
Popular ETC-based applications in Japan include auto-
mated payment of parking lot fees, automatic payment 
at gas stations, and simplified boarding procedures at 
ferries. ETC technology is even used in Japan to help 
store managers recognise when regular customers are 
returning to their store, enabling them to offer target-
ed promotions, or prepare services in advance.
ITS delivers network effect benefits to the commercial 
world as much as the consumer. ITS further enables 
electronic freight management, allowing logistics com-
panies to provide real-time status information of their 
customer’s shipments and empowering just-in-time 
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logistics networks. For example, in the United States, 
the firm Total Quality Logistics grew from a start-up 
in 1997 to an almost $1 billion company in just over a 
decade in part by providing clients real-time informa-
tion on full-truckload third party logistics shipments.63 
Likewise, intelligent transportation systems are posi-
tioned to unlock a wave of innovation in the United 
Kingdom’s logistics industries. 
Clearly then, a major investment in ITS in the United 
Kingdom would generate both sizeable employment 
gains, advances in the national transportation infra-
structure and related benefits including reduced con-
gestion, fewer accidents, improved mobility, and re-
duced energy consumption and emissions. All of these 
benefits would contribute to increased productivity, a 
more efficient and environmentally friendly transpor-
tation system, and a stronger economy for workers and 
businesses.64
smart grid
We estimate that spurring £5 billion of investment in 
the smart grid would support approximately 231,000 
new or retained jobs for a year (see Table 4). 
Although today’s power grid has greatly expanded from 
its origins in the London Electric Supply Corporation’s 
Deptford Power Station, many of its components and 
overall design would be familiar to its architect, Sebas-
tian de Ferranti, were he alive today. Although electri-
cal power has been harnessed for uses inconceivable 
a century ago, and the United Kingdom consumes 
around 62 gigawatt-hours (GWh) of electricity annu-
ally, the networks that distribute this power have not 
kept pace.65 Indeed, although the power grid is the cor-
nerstone of modern life, from industrial manufactur-
ing to the ICT revolution to everyday conveniences, 
relatively few upgrades have occurred in our transmis-
sion and distribution infrastructure. 
The central idea behind modernising the power grid’s 
infrastructure is to use two-way communication, sen-
sors, and advanced ICT to create an intelligent and 
connected power grid—that is, the “smart grid.” The 
smart grid is intended to be a revolutionary network, 
much like the Internet, that will deliver power more 
efficiently and more reliably than our existing grid. 
With the smart grid, utilities can utilise real-time data 
from sensors and advanced meters throughout the 
power grid to understand better specific supply and 
demand requirements, spot failed or failing equip-
ment, and better manage their resources. The role of 
ICT in smart grids includes the adoption of ubiquitous 
automation systems, sensors and monitoring devices 
(smart sensors), data collection systems and communi-
cations systems.66
The smart grid is intended to be a revolutionary network, much 
like the Internet, that will deliver power more efficiently and 
more reliably than our existing grid.
The smart grid will enable a host of societal benefits 
including lowering peak demand and the associated 
costs and electricity generation, enabling the greater 
use of clean energy, and providing electricity more 
reliably. Moreover, the smart grid will enable the use 
of new technologies including plug-in hybrid electric 
vehicles, distributed generation, and energy storage so-
lutions.
Historically, peak demand for power has grown faster 
than overall demand—a challenge for electric utilities. 
To satisfy peak demand, utilities must bring online ad-
ditional generators, or peaker power plants, which are 
generally more expensive to operate and produce more 
pollution. In the United States, reducing peak demand 
could generate substantial savings: for example, reduc-
ing peak demand by 5 percent would save $31 billion 
over 20 years.67 Britain enjoys the advantage of being 
linked in to the Continental grid through France, and 
load spreading, through use of French nuclear-gener-
ated power, alleviates some of the problem. However, 
the smart grid enables a variety of demand response 
options for consumers targeted specifically at this 
problem.
One step the United Kingdom could take to develop 
the smart grid would be to deploy an advanced ener-
gy-metering infrastructure—i.e., “smart meters”—to 
UK residences and businesses. Smart meters encour-
age energy efficiency in part by allowing consumers to 
determine their energy usage based on dynamic price 
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signals that fluctuate throughout the day in response 
to energy supply conditions or at certain times of criti-
cal peak demand. At a basic level, smart meters can 
simply cycle off a major appliance, such as an air con-
ditioner, for a short interval at peak periods of the day. 
In addition, consumers can choose to operate certain 
appliances (e.g. washing machines, dishwashers, etc.) 
at off peak hours. On a more advanced level, smart 
meters can interface with smart appliances, so that, for 
example, a refrigerator will wait until the evening to 
run its defrost cycle or a clothes dryer will turn off its 
heating element when drying clothes on a hot after-
noon. By responding to price signals, consumers can 
help reduce peak demand and their own energy costs. 
In one pilot program in the United States, for example, 
participants using smart meters saved on average 10 
percent on their utility bills.68 Utilities also save money 
from smart meters by automating functions such as 
meter reading and connecting and disconnecting ser-
vice.
The smart grid will also lead to a number of additional 
cost savings by making electricity transmission and 
distribution in the United Kingdom more reliable and 
efficient. Without the smart grid, for example, a utility 
will not know that a customer has lost power unless the 
customer reports the outage. The costs of these out-
ages are substantial: the RAND Corporation and the 
Electric Power Research Institute have estimated that 
outages in the United States cost businesses as much as 
$100 billion per year.69 Better sensors throughout the 
grid will give utilities more situational awareness and 
allow grid operators to repair damage more efficiently 
and anticipate potential problems earlier. 
We also note that additional investment in the smart 
grid is in line with national objectives to increase the 
security and reliability of critical infrastructure such as 
the power grid. Modernising our power grid will not 
only create a more robust and resilient grid, it will also 
allow utilities to improve their grid control systems 
and reduce their vulnerability to cyber threats. 
The electricity sector in the EU has an annual turnover 
of over €115 billion and contributes about 1.5 percent 
to EU GDP.70 Looking ahead, EU Member States will 
need to invest in excess of €750 billion in power infra-
structure over the next three decades, divided equally 
between generation and networks (some €90 billion 
will be invested in transmission and €300 billion in 
distribution networks). Much of this investment would 
be needed regardless of whether the power grid was 
smarter or not, but moving to a smart grid could help 
reduce the magnitude of the needed investment in new 
capacity.
Some 15,000 households have had smart meters in-
stalled in the UK, many with both gas and electricity 
smart meters (as of end 2008). The Government al-
located £9.75 million to partially finance a large-scale 
trial investigating consumer response to improved 
feedback on their energy use—the Energy Demand 
Research Project (EDRP). The EDRP is required to 
submit reports at six-monthly intervals for the dura-
tion of the project. The EDRP is being undertaken by 
four different energy companies, namely EDF Energy 
Customers plc (EDF), E.ON UK plc (E.ON), SSE 
Energy Supply Limited (SSE) and ScottishPower En-
ergy Retail Limited (SP).71
The unit cost of smart meters should drop with econo-
mies of scale and as the technology becomes more ma-
ture. In addition, there is a wide spectrum of options 
for smart meters, each with varying costs and bene-
fits. For example, some utilities may invest in low-end 
smart meters with limited functionality, such as hav-
job type total jobs small business jobs
Direct 43,000 26,500
Indirect & Induced 130,500 91,000
Network effect 57,500 28,500
Total Jobs 231,000 146,000
table 4: uk jobs created or retained for 1 year by a £5 billion smart grid investment
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ing a remote connect/disconnect function or provid-
ing automated meter reading, while on the other end 
of the spectrum a more advanced smart meter could 
integrate with a home network, “talk” with household 
appliances and provide other consumer and societal 
benefits.72 
It is important to recognise that building the smart grid 
will require much more than just investment in smart 
meters. Utilities must implement ICT throughout their 
entire operation, from advanced back office servers to 
automating substations to integrating renewable en-
ergy sources into the existing grid.73 Communication 
networks must be integrated with the system, such as 
through wired broadband, including over power lines, 
fibre-optic cables, cellular networks, or WiFi. At the 
end-points, consumers must implement tools, such as 
smart thermostats, smart appliances, and other energy 
management tools. In the near to mid-term, invest-
ments in the British smart grid will be for advanced 
metering at large commercial and industrial facilities, 
smart metering for residences and small businesses, 
and better grid network intelligence, including broad-
band over power lines, intelligent electronic devices, 
and advanced distribution protection and restoration 
devices.74 
Given the difficult economic conditions in the United 
Kingdom today, in the short term, it is likely that many 
utilities will avoid investing in ICT projects as a result 
of the tight credit market and reduced economic ac-
tivity. Without access to sufficient credit, some smart 
grid projects will likely be scaled back, postponed, or 
eliminated. One important contribution of including a 
smart grid investment in an economic investment pro-
gramme and adopting regulations to promote invest-
ment is to ensure that work on existing and proposed 
smart grid projects continue.
smart grid: impact on employment
A ₤5 billion per year additional investment in 
smart grid would generate approximately 231,000 
new or retained UK jobs for a year (see Table 4). 
Approximately sixty percent of the jobs created by this 
investment would be in small businesses.
We estimate that an additional investment of ₤5 bil-
lion per year in smart grid would create approximately 
173,500 direct, indirect and induced jobs. As others 
have noted, building the smart grid requires a diverse 
workforce from the meter and power line installers to 
build the network to software engineers and adminis-
trators to run the network. In addition, manufactur-
ers must produce the computer systems, networking 
devices, sensors, and meter hardware used to run the 
smart grid by employing machinists, team assemblers, 
and technicians.75
Building the smart grid requires a diverse workforce from the 
meter and power line installers to build the network to software 
engineers and administrators to run the network.
To calculate our projection, we created a model to es-
timate spending in construction, hardware, software, 
and services related to smart grid and smart metering. 
We developed this model using data from KEMA Inc. 
of a planned smart grid project in the United States76 
and data from the UK Department for Business, En-
terprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR) of costs esti-
mates for a 10-year roll out of smart meters throughout 
the UK.77 Using standard UK import and product data, 
we estimated the percentage of investment in each in-
dustry to be outsourced to foreign firms.78 Investment 
in grid construction involves adding new wires, and 
includes design, construction, equipment, and labour. 
This investment also includes upgrades to the trans-
mission and distribution lines and repairs due to ag-
ing and weather. Hardware expenditures include smart 
meters, substation automation equipment, networking 
equipment and servers. Software investments include 
items such as meter system interfaces, network auto-
mation and control, analytics, and web-enabled con-
sumer applications. Expenditures on services consist 
of spending on systems integrating, customer equip-
ment installation and other ICT services.
It is important to note that by spurring investment in 
the smart grid and its intermediate inputs, the United 
Kingdom not only will reap savings in energy efficien-
cy and benefit from new innovations in green technol-
ogy but will also create a market for these components 
and technical services to domestic firms. Investing in 
the smart grid now will help ensure domestic firms 
have the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to be-
come chief exporters of this technology as other coun-
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tries expand their own smart grid initiatives. Thus, an 
investment in the smart grid, in addition to spurring 
short-term job growth in the United Kingdom, will 
enhance the nation’s long-term competitiveness and 
increase the number of higher value-added jobs.
smart grid: network effect
Building infrastructure like the smart grid will not 
only create direct employment from government in-
vestment, indirect employment from downstream in-
puts to the utility industry, and additional jobs from 
respending, but it will also create new jobs as related 
industries grow to take advantage of the new technol-
ogy. We estimate an additional 57,500 jobs would be 
created from the network effect enabled by the smart 
grid.79
The smart grid provides many examples of the net-
work effect. For example, the smart grid will encour-
age appliance manufacturers to produce new applianc-
es that not only use energy efficiently, but also use it 
more intelligently. As a result, this may lead some con-
sumers to upgrade old appliances more quickly, and 
other consumers may buy more smart refrigerators and 
fewer less expensive “dumb” refrigerators. But these 
advances also create an ecosystem of related products 
and services—for example, home networking kits to 
connect smart appliances to the Internet, software ap-
plications to interface with the appliances, and online 
services that take advantage of new digital information 
and wired appliances (e.g., tracking the expiration date 
on food).
The smart grid will enable new products and services 
that cannot be deployed without this infrastructure. 
Many new technologies depend on the smart grid, 
from plug-in hybrid electric vehicles80 to energy stor-
age solutions to home automation and commercial 
building intelligence. In addition, the smart grid will 
facilitate distributed generation and encourage the de-
velopment of renewable energy sources, such as wind 
farms. Eventually, the smart grid will even create an 
energy marketplace where businesses and homeowners 
can sell energy back to the grid, enabling even more in-
novation. This will in turn spur consumer demand for 
products such as rooftop solar panels for their home. 
Indeed, the smart grid will likely serve as the foun-
dation for the growth of many new industries much 
like broadband is creating new markets in e-commerce, 
telehealth, and online banking. 
With growing concern about energy efficiency, carbon 
emissions, and energy independence, modernising our 
national power grid infrastructure represents an im-
portant investment opportunity for the UK’s future. 
conclusion
Government has an opportunity to stimulate invest-
ment in ICT to ease the burden of the current economic 
downturn. Spurring investments in ICT infrastructure 
not only can provide an important short-term boost 
to the UK economy; it also can lay the groundwork 
for long-term economic growth, international com-
petitiveness, and significant improvement in quality of 
life.81 
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